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of many indignant whistles from Dumbell's father and an
outburst of spiteful giggling from DumbelPs wife, he went on
for some while in the same strain, still addressing his remarks
to Uryen, who stood as if sunk into a trance, not unlike the
trance that was rendering Thuella so motionless and silent,
as she sat hunched-up on the brink of the hollow.
But what distracted Wizzie at that moment was No-man's
coming up to her and throwing himself down at her side. His
fire was low and smouldering now. The smoke had vanished;
and all the fuel was exhausted.
The tremendous force of the midsummer sun, for it must
have Seen at least one o'clock by this time, seemed to be suck-
ing up, as if with a gigantic tongue, all the life, all the vitality,
all the character from those dying flames. If they were red
before, they were a mockery of redness now. Some of them,
in fact, as they rose into a momentary flare from the fiery heap,
took to themselves the colour of fading crocuses. Others be-
came pallid as summer lightning. One or two, just because this
blazing sun and this burning metallic sky had sucked all the
devilry out of them, and all the piracy, and all the life-lust,
became spiritualized and etherealized, became like candle-
flames, those purest of all forms of fire, those guileless sister-
hoods of fire.
There were even some—but this may have had to do with
the wavering edge between the grass that had been burned by
the sun, that shaped itself into little straw-coloured estuaries
and promontories round the place of burning, and the grass
that had been burned black by the fire—that presented the ap-
pearance ofinvisiblefire—fire that was almost as colourless as water.
Maiden Castle was undoubtedly doing what she must have
done more than four thousand years ago, when that woman's
head, along with those other things, looked into eternity across
the land of the Durotriges—lifting up this blackened circle of
burnt grass, the work of the fire-substance produced by man,
towards the far-off living body of the greatest fire-mystery we
know.
Round the dying flames of No-man's bonfire, on the rim ,
of a dew-pond that now offered itself as a target for the sun's
rays with what must soon be a bull's-eye of black annihilation,
sat and stood, each with their own peculiar sense of the signifi-
cance of the occasion, our group of enemy-friends*   None of

